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1. General Information

Suite Name BEECKERCO DW (BDW)

Release Date Q1-2022 (3-Jan-2022)

Partner Release 3-Jan-2022

Version 1.1.0

Part Numbers involved
(SKU)

● Packages
○ BDWST22
○ BDWBS22
○ BDWAD22

LAB responsible Hector Rosado

2. What is BeeckerCo DW?

BeeckerCo DW is a software solution that offers you the possibility of automating
processes and scaling your automation efforts at an accelerated pace, bringing
in new business opportunities.
Substitute your human-executed activities today with the help of our Digital
Workers.
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3. Meet our Digital Workers

Bill, Matt and Fiorella,
created in our Innovation
Lab, contain 155
pre-configured automations
all of them developed using
UiPath technology (a
company which considers
us Diamond and USN
Partners) and connect with
SAP through BAPIs (Business
APIs), without using SAP's
graphical interface.

3.1 BeeckerCo DW on Cloud
Introducing our brand new Cloud platform!

Our new SaaS development app is designed to let you easily create and export
your automation projects using BeeckerCo DW.
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With our Automation Customizing app, you can select which componentes you
want to implement, configure the input parameters and get a ready-to-use
UiPath project with your DW already installed!

Our Community Edition gives you access to all the functionality of the platform
with a limited DW catalogue.

Visit https://bdwoc.beecker.ai/ and get started FOR FREE!
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4. BeeckerCo DW benefit evaluation methodology
We have developed a support methodology with the intention of helping you
quickly scale your RPA initiatives when using SAP ECC/HANA, Microsoft Office or
Web related functionalities, grouped in a product called “Automation
Downstream”.

4.1. Potential Savings Calculator
Calculate potential savings estimated to be gained by automating the tasks
performed by each role in your company. Our savings calculator lets you quickly
identify where you should focus your efforts.

4.2. Automation Downstream
Connect human roles and tasks to our DW's tech components. We help you
identify what to automate and also show you how to easily do it!
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4.3. Process Mining
Analyze Opportunities for Improvement on the AS-IS process to link benefits
related with Bill, Matt and Fiorella
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5. Digital Workers’ Automation Catalogue

5.1. Community Edition

Automation ID Related SAP
transaction

Activity name Description

Fiorella.01 FB01 Publish accounting
document

Create or post accounting
documents.

Fiorella.03 AB01 Post asset acquisitions Allows asset acquisitions to be
posted to a General Ledger.

Fiorella.10 MIRO Create and post an
incoming invoice

Creates and posts a payment
invoice from a purchase order,
made by a specific area.

Fiorella.30

FBL1N Vendor Line Item Display

Lists the postings made to a vendor
account in a given period.

Bill.02 VF01 Create a single billing
document for a customer

Allows you to create a sales invoice
document, individually.

Bill.04 MI01 Create physical inventory
document

Allows to create a physical
inventory document to determine if
inventory quantities are accurate.

Bill.11 VA01 Create a sales order Allows you to create a sales order
for an existing customer.

Bill.17 VA03
Display a list of Sales
Orders

Displays a list of sales orders for a
customer.

Bill.24 XD01 Customer Create
Create a customer in SAP on the
basis of entered personal data or
entered company data.

Matt.02 MIGO Publish goods
movements

It is a request which allows the
movement of merchandise in stock.

Matt.04 MIRO Create and post an
incoming bill

Creates and posts a payment bill
from a purchase order, made by a
specific area.

Matt.05 MM01 Create or change Allows to create or modify a new
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material master data material with its respective
characteristics.

Matt.08 ME21N Create a new purchase
order

Allows you to create a new
purchase order.

Matt.13 CO01 Create a production
order

The manufacturing order allows us
to plan the production process of a
material.

Commons.01 Excel Range Conditional
Formatting

Format a range of cells in an Excel
file depending on the specified
conditions

Commons.02 Outlook/Gmai
l

Read & filter email list Read a list of emails that meet the
specified selection criteria

Commons.03 Outlook/Gmai
l

Send error information Send log extracts and error
screenshots whenever an
unexpected event occurs during an
automation’s execution.
Can also be used to send emails
with attachments in general

Commons.04 Outlook/Gmai
l

Get & classify email
attachments

Obtain all the attachments from a
list of emails and classify them
according to file type

Commons.05 Excel Read configuration tables Read a table with configuration
options to be used on an
automation from an Excel file
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Professional Edition Catalogue
5.2. Fiorella

Automation ID Related SAP
transaction

Activity name Description

Fiorella.01 FB01 Publish accounting
document

Create or post accounting
documents.

Fiorella.02 FB08 Reverse an accounting
document

Allows the cancellation or reversal
of an accounting document.

Fiorella.03 AB01 Post asset acquisitions Allows asset acquisitions to be
posted to a General Ledger.

Fiorella.04 AB08 Fixed asset document
reversal

Reverse posted asset documents.

Fiorella.05 FI01 Create a new bank Allows the creation of banks for
transactions that require it.

Fiorella.06 KS01 Create cost centers Creates or modifies a cost center
which will allow assigning cost
areas according to the company's
needs.

Fiorella.07 KSH1 Create or change a cost
center group

Allows to create or change cost
center master groups.

Fiorella.08 AS01 Creates a new asset Creates an asset, which allows to
account for a tangible or intangible
resource.

Fiorella.09 MR8M Cancel an incoming
invoice

Allows to cancel an invoice
document.

Fiorella.10 MIRO Create and post an
incoming invoice

Creates and posts a payment
invoice from a purchase order,
made by a specific area.

Fiorella.11 MIRO-Park Park incoming bill Generates a preliminary payment
invoice from a purchase order,
made by a specific area.

Fiorella.12 KK01 Create one or more
statistical values

Creates statistical values to control
quantities in expense accounting.
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Fiorella.13 KE51 Create a new profit
center

Creates or modifies a profit center,
which will allow assigning profit
areas according to the company's
needs.

Fiorella.14 KCH1 Create or change a profit
center group

Allows to create or change profit
center master groups.

Fiorella.15 F-43 Post Invoice Receipt Allows to post vendor invoice
receipt.

Fiorella.16 FI03 Display Bank Display detailed data on a bank.

Fiorella.17 FI03 Display a list of Banks Display a list of existing banks.

Fiorella.18

KS03 Display Cost Center

Supplies detailed information for a
selected cost center.

Fiorella.19

KS03
Display a list of Cost
Centers

Identifies a list of cost centers that
conform to the selection criteria.

Fiorella.20

KSH3
Display Cost Center
Group

Displays detailed data on a cost
center group.

Fiorella.21

KSH3
Display a list of Cost
Center Groups

Lists all existing cost center groups
according to the selection criteria.

Fiorella.22

AS03 Display Asset

Displays the most important master
data for a fixed asset in Asset
Accounting.

Fiorella.23

AS03 Display a list of Assets

Lists all existing fixed assets
according to the selection criteria.

Fiorella.24

KK03
Display Statistical Key
Figure

Provides detailed information on a
given statistical key figure.

Fiorella.25

KK03
Display a list of Statistical
Key Figures

Determines a list of statistical key
figures that comply with the
selection criteria..

Fiorella.26

KE53 Display Profit Center

Supplies detailed information on the
profit center master record.

Fiorella.27

KE53
Display a list of Profit
Centers

Supplies a list of profit centers
sorted by controlling area and
person in charge within each
controlling area.

Fiorella.28

KCH3
Display Profit Center
Group

Displays detailed data on a cost
center group.
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Fiorella.29

KCH3
Display a list of Profit
Center Groups

Displays all the profit center groups
that fulfill the specified selection
criteria.

Fiorella.30

FBL1N Vendor Line Item Display

Lists the postings made to a vendor
account in a given period.

Fiorella.31

FBL3N
G/L Account Line Item
Display

Lists the postings made to a general
ledger account in a given period.

Fiorella.32

FBL5N
Customer Line Item
Display

Lists the postings made to a
customer account in a given period.

Fiorella.33

MIR4 Display Invoice Document

Allows you to find incoming invoices
according to the selection criteria.

Fiorella.34

MIR4
Display a list of Invoice
Documents

Lists the incoming invoice
documents that fulfill the specified
selection criteria.

Fiorella.35

F-41 Enter Vendor Credit Memo.

Allows to create a vendor credit
memo.

Fiorella.36 F-22 Enter Customer Invoice. Allows to create a customer invoice.

Fiorella.37

F-27
Enter Customer Credit
Memo.

Allows to create a customer credit
memo.

Fiorella.38

KA01 Create Cost Element

Allows to create one or more
master records for primary and
secondary cost elements.

Fiorella.39

KA02 Change Cost Element

Allows to change one or more
master records for primary and
secondary cost elements.

Fiorella.40

KA03 Display Cost Element

Display detailed information for a
selected cost element.

Fiorella.41

KA03
Display a list of Cost
Elements

Lists all existing cost elements that
comply with the selection criteria.

Fiorella.42

KAH1
Create Cost Element
Group

Allows to create or change a cost
element group.

Fiorella.43

KAH3
Display Cost Element
Group

Display detailed information for a
cost element group.

Fiorella.44 KAH3 Display a list of Cost Lists all existing cost element
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Element Groups groups that satisfy the selection
criteria.

Fiorella.45 FD01 Customer Create Allows to create a customer master.

Fiorella.46

FD02 Customer Change

Change the personal or company
data of a customer that exists.

Fiorella.47

FD03 Customer Display Detail

Display detailed information for a
customer selected.

Fiorella.48

FD03 Customer Display List

Lists all existing address data and
customers data that comply with
the selection criteria.

Fiorella.49 F-29
Post Customer Down
Payment

Allows to post customer down
payment.
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5.3. Bill

Automation ID Related SAP
transaction

Activity name Description

Bill.01 VF11 Cancel a customer billing
document

Allows you to cancel a customer
billing document.

Bill.02 VF01 Create a single billing
document for a customer

Allows you to create a sales invoice
document, individually.

Bill.03 MI04 Enter the item count on a
physical inventory
document.

Allows entering the item count to a
created physical inventory
document.

Bill.04 MI01 Create physical inventory
document

Allows to create a physical
inventory document to determine if
inventory quantities are accurate.

Bill.05 MI07 Record differences for
certain elements in a
physical inventory
document

Allows to record the elements of a
previously created physical
inventory document

Bill.06 VL02N Change an outbound
delivery for the sales
order

Change a delivery order for one or
more customers

Bill.07 VL01N Create an outbound
delivery for a sales order

Creates a delivery order for one or
more customers

Bill.08 MB21 Create reservation orders
to the storage

Makes a request to a warehouse to
separate a quantity of materials
destined to leave on certain dates.

Bill.09 MB22 Delete reservation orders
to the storage

Eliminate a reservation order to a
storage facility.

Bill.10 VA02 Change sales order Allows to modify a sales order for an
existing customer.

Bill.11 VA01 Create a sales order Allows you to create a sales order
for an existing customer.
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Bill.11 VA01 + AI Create and validate sales
orders using AI Machine
Learning

Using AI, validates the information
contained in the order against
regular transactionality to detect
irregularities. Sends a SmartAlert so
the order can be approved by a
human before creating it.

Bill.12 VL02N Update a delivery at the
time of pickup

Updates a delivery order for one or
more customers

Bill.13 VL02N Update a delivery Updates a delivery order for one or
more customers

Bill.14 VF03 Display Billing Document
Obtains detailed information on a
billing document.

Bill.15 VF03
Display a list of Billing
Documents

Lists those billing documents that
meet the required selection criteria.

Bill.16 VA03 Display Sales Order
Obtains detailed information on a
sales order.

Bill.17 VA03
Display a list of Sales
Orders

Displays a list of sales orders for a
customer.

Bill.18 MI03
Display Physical Inventory
Document

Obtains detailed information on a
physical inventory document..

Bill.19 MI03
Display a list of Physical
Inventory Documents

Obtains the header and item data
for all physical inventory documents
that meet the criteria.

Bill.20 CO09 Stock Overview
Determines the quantity still
available for a particular material in
a certain plant.

Bill.21 VL03N
Display Outbound
Delivery

Lists the deliveries that meet the
required selection criteria.

Bill.22 MB23 Display Reservation
Obtains detailed information on a
reservation.

Bill.23 MB23
Display a list of
Reservations

Lists the reservations that meet the
required selection criteria.

Bill.24 XD01 Customer Create
Create a customer in SAP on the
basis of entered personal data or
entered company data.

Bill.25 XD02 Customer Change Allows to changing the personal or
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company data of a customer that
exists.

Bill.26 XD03 Customer Display Detail

Obtains details of the personal or
optional data of a client that exists
or the company or optional data of
the company.

Bill.27 XD03 Customer Display List
Lists the address data and special
customer data. Clients are selected
through a range.

Bill.28 XK03 Display Vendor Display detailed data of a vendor.

Bill.29 XK03 Display a list Vendors Display lists data of a vendor.

Bill.30 VA11 Create Inquiry Allows to create customer inquiries.

Bill.31 VA12 Change Inquiry
Allows changing or deleting
customer inquiries.

Bill.32 VA41
Create Customer
Contract

Allows creating customer contracts
using this method.

Bill.33 VA42
Change Customer
Contract

Allows to changing or deleting
contracts.

Bill.34 VA21
Create Customer
Quotation

Allows creating customer
quotations with this method.

Bill.35 VA22
Change Customer
Quotation

Allows to changing or deleting
customer quotations.

Bill.36 VL06L
Outbound Deliveries for
Loading

Allows to creating a list of deliveries
that you can determine using
various selection criteria.

Bill.37 FD10
Customer: Balances
Display

Obtain lists a customer's current
balance for the current fiscal year,
together with the transactions and
sales per period.

Bill.38 MMBE Stock Overview
Allows to select the current stock /
requirements list for a material.

Bill.39 VA13 Display Inquiry
Display details about customer
inquiry.

Bill.40 VA23
Display Customer
Quotation

Display detailed customer
quotations.

Bill.41 VA43 Display Customer Display details about customer
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Contract contract.

Bill.42 VA53 Display Item Proposal
Display details about customer item
proposals.

Bill.43 VL06P List of Outbound Dlvs for
Picking

Lists the Delivery Data
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5.4. Matt

Automation ID Related SAP
transaction

Activity name Description

Matt.01 MB1A Reverse goods
movements

It is a movement which allows
goods to be withdrawn.

Matt.02 MIGO Publish goods
movements

It is a request which allows the
movement of merchandise in stock.

Matt.03 MR8M Cancel an incoming
invoice

Allows you to cancel an invoice
document.

Matt.04 MIRO Create and post an
incoming bill

Creates and posts a payment bill
from a purchase order, made by a
specific area.

Matt.05 MM01 Create or change
material master data

Allows to create or modify a new
material with its respective
characteristics.

Matt.06 LB01 Create Transfer
Requirement

Create Transfer Requirement

Matt.07 ME22N Change an existing
purchase order

Allows you to change the
parameters of an existing purchase
order.

Matt.08 ME21N Create a new purchase
order

Allows you to create a new
purchase order.

Matt.09 ME51N Create purchase
requisitions

Creates a purchase requisition,
which seeks to authorize the
acquisition of required items or
services.

Matt.10 CS02 Change Bill Of Materials Changes a list of materials, which is
a complete and structured list of
the components that make up a
product or assembly.

Matt.11 MD11 Create a planned order Request for an order, for the supply
of a material at a given time.
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Matt.12 MD16 Delete a planned order Eliminates a planned order

Matt.13 CO01 Create a production
order

The manufacturing order allows us
to plan the production process of a
material.

Matt.14 CO05 Release a manufacturing
order

Allows to collectively release
production orders

Matt.15 CO13 Cancel the confirmation
of a production order

Allows to cancel one or more
confirmations in a production order.

Matt.16 CO02 Enter the ticket
confirmation time

It allows to plan the process to a
released production order

Matt.17 CJ06 Create Project Definition
(BAPI, Tcode: CJ06)

Create a project definition that
contains
data binding for the whole project.

Matt.18 MB03 Display Details for
Material Document

The GetDetail method enables you
to read a whole document (header
and
items) using the material
document's key fields.

Matt.19 MB03
Display Material
Document

Allows you to read the data of all
material documents that meet a
selection criteria.

Matt.20 ME23N Display Purchase Order
Enables you to list purchase order
items.

Matt.21 ME53N
Display Purchase
Requisition

Display detailed data on a
purchase requisition.

Matt.22 ME53N
Display a list of Purchase
Requisitions

Display a list of purchase requisition
items.

Matt.23 CS03 Display material BOM
Displays detailed information of a
material’s Bill Of Materials.

Matt.24 CO03 Display Production Order
Display detailed data on a
production order.

Matt.25 CO03
Display a list of Production
Orders

Display a list of production order
items.
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Matt.26 MD13 Display planned order
Display detailed data on a planned
production order.

Matt.27 MD13
Display a list of planned
orders

Obtain a detailed list of planned
orders that are selected using the
selection criteria given.

Matt.28 MM03 Display Material

Provides a selection of
client-specific and plant-specific
detail data for a given material,
depending on the material number
provided.

Matt.29 MD61
Create Planned
Independent Requirement

Create planned independent
requirements.
To do this, you must transfer at
least the item data and the
schedule line data.

Matt.30 MD62
Change Planned
Independent Requirement

Change planned independent
requirements.
To do this, you must transfer at
least the item and schedule line
data.

Matt.31 MD63
Display Planned
Independent Requirement

Allows to display detailed the
planned independent requirements
can be listed.

Matt.32 MD63
Display a list of Planned
Independent
Requirements

Allows you to generate the following
lists:
Case 1: All requirement coverage
requests (purchase requisitions and
reservations) created by a certain
user.
Case 2: All purchase requisitions
that have to be released with a
certain release code and group
(collective release).

Matt.33 LT01 Create Transfer Order
Create a transfer order with an
item.

Matt.34 CS01 Сreate the Material BOM
You can use this BAPI to create
simple material BOMs.
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Matt.35 LT03
Create TO from Delivery
Note

Create a transfer order for a
delivery
note. The parameters that are
passed on are first
submitted to a plausibility check.
Then the transfer order is
generated.

Matt.36 ME31L
Create Scheduling
Agreement

BAPI to create a scheduling
agreement.

Matt.37 ME32L
Change Scheduling
Agreement

BAPI to change a scheduling
agreement.

Matt.38 ME33L
Display Scheduling
Agreement

Allows to display details from a
scheduling agreement.

Matt.39 CO15
Enter Production Order
Confirmation

Allows to enter order confirmations
for production
orders.

Matt.40 CO14
Display Production Order
Confirmation

Allows to display data
confirmations for
production order.

Matt.41 CO14
Display a list of Production
Order Confirmations

Lists all the confirmations that fulfill
pre-defined selection criteria. All
the key data for the confirmation
and the confirmed object, such as
order, sequence, operation and
sub-operation is displayed in the
list.

Matt.42 CJ08 Display Project Definition

Displays detailed information about
the selected project definition.

Matt.43 MM02 Change material data
Allows changing an existing
material’s master data in the
system.
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Matt.44 MM17 Mass material create
Allows to create or modify multiple
materials’ master data.

Matt.45 MMK1
Create Configurable
Material

Allows to create configurable class
material.

Matt.46 MMN1
Create Non-Stock
Material

Allows to create Non-Stock Material.

Matt.47 LT02
Create TO for Inventory
Difference

With this function module, you can
create a transfer order with an item.
Via the parameters you can control
the structure.

Matt.48 CJ11 Create WBS Elements

WBS elements can be created for a
project.

Matt.49 CJ12 Change WBS Elements

WBS elements of a project can be
changed

Matt.50 CJ13
Display Detail Data for
WBS Elements

Allows to get detailed information
about WBS elements

Matt.51 CJ20N Create Project Definition

Allows to create a project definition

Matt.52 CJ20N Change Project Definition

Allows to change a project
definition.

Matt.53 CJ03
Display information about
project definitions.

Allows to read detailed information
for work breakdown structures
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Matt.54 CA01 Creation of a routing

Allow to create routings with all their
subordinated objects.

Matt.55 CN21 Create Network Header

Allows to Create a network header.

Matt.56 CN22 Change Network Header

Allows to Change network header

Matt.57 CN23
Display detailed
information for network

Allows to read detailed information
about a network including all
objects from the system

Matt.58 CN23
Display a list of
information for network

Produces a list of networks.
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5.5. Commons

Automation ID Related
System

Activity name Description

Commons.01 Excel Range Conditional
Formatting

Format a range of cells in an Excel
file depending on the specified
conditions

Commons.02 Outlook/Gmail Read & filter email list Read a list of emails that meet the
specified selection criteria

Commons.03 Outlook/Gmail Send error information Send log extracts and error
screenshots whenever an
unexpected event occurs during an
automation’s execution.
Can also be used to send emails
with attachments in general

Commons.04 Outlook/Gmail Get & classify email
attachments

Obtain all the attachments from a
list of emails and classify them
according to file type

Commons.05 Excel Read configuration
tables

Read a table with configuration
options to be used on an
automation from an Excel file
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6. Product Roadmap

6.1. Q4 2021- 05-Oct-21 (At UiPath Forward IV)

● Initial release of Digital Workers.
● Release of a catalogue of 91 pre-packaged automations

relating to Finance (FI), Sales and Distribution (SD) and
Materials Management (MM) SAP modules, some of them
AI-powered (Google Cloud AI Functions) to perform smart
alerts.

● Introduction of Fiorella, our FI worker.
● Introduction of Bill, our SD worker.
● Introduction of Matt, our MM/PP worker.
● Release of a catalogue of MS Office supporting functionalities.
● Release of Certification Program in collaboration with IPIA.mx,

technical and commercial training.
● Release of the Automation Downstream, for internal use of

BeeckerCo and partners. Includes Procurement function.

6.2. Q1 2022 (Current version)

Business Scenario
● OTC Order Management scenario released
● Reach 140+ pre-packaged automations relating to

Finance (FI), Sales and Distribution (SD) and Materials
Management (MM) SAP modules

● Added Sales, Logistic and Finance functions to
Automation Downstream
Technical Improvement

● Migration to .NET architecture
● Release of IDE for developers on cloud (BDWoC)

Ecosystem
● Release of Partner Program
● Release of branding of partners as Silver and Gold.
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6.3. Q2 2022

Business Scenario
● OTC Accounts Receivable scenario released
● PTP Accounts Payable scenario released
● Integration of Automation Customizing and Automation

Downstream in BDWoC
Technical

● Improvements over BDWoC platform. Added functionality for
saving and loading existing projects, collaborative
functionalitites, exporting projects to different platforms and
general UX & QoL improvements

● Adding Automation Downstream module to BDWoC
Ecosystem

● Add to Badge Management the Technical and Commercial
certification link with LinkedIn profiles.

● Release of training and certification for version 1.1., including the
new functionality

● Release of a Client portal to access documentation and
download new versions of the software.

● Release of a Partner portal, with a Marketing Pack for business
partners.

● Release of training and certification for version 1.2., including
the new functionality

6.4. Q3 2022

Business Scenario
● PTP Purchasing scenario released
● Reach 10+ smart AI-powered alerts.

Technical
● Release of web-based version of the Automation

Downstream
Ecosystem

● Addition to the Client and Partner portal access to
self-study through recorded training.
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6.5. Q4 2022

Business Scenario
● OTC Logistics scenario released
● PTP Logistics scenario released

Ecosystem
● Addition to the Partner portal the CRM to track the

opportunities, and the online product help and chat with the
support team.
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